Health care providers need reliable information to provide their patients with effective care. MedConnect—Deloitte’s Medical Information Contact Center is an industry offering designed to make medical information easily accessible in a consistent regulated manner on a global basis. With powerful tools to share content from medical writers and others in the Life Sciences industry, track adverse events, and fulfill Medical Information Requests (MIRs), this platform is designed to help biopharma companies meet compliance standards and decrease Total Cost of Ownership.

Deloitte has drawn upon extensive industry knowledge to identify pain points associated with legacy information systems currently in use at contact centers. These on premise based platforms were more focused on internal processes vs external collaboration. Additionally, legacy call centers struggle to share rich media content, are not usually optimized for mobile and interactive channels, and must integrate with outside content authoring platforms, which can increase costs. MedConnect is designed to address these challenges and uses automation and optimized workflows to reduce response time and promote access to the most current and high-quality information on products.

### MedConnect Accelerator

**Interaction Management**
- Contact management
- Case management (MIR, AE, product complaints, general inquiries)
- Fulfillment

**Response Management**
- Document repository
- Authoring
- Publishing
- Workflow and approval
- Version control

**MedContact**

**Customer Channels**
- Online chat
- Social media
- Email / fax / phone
- Customer surveys
- Medical information self-service websites

**Integration with Infield Team**
- Electronic medical information request (MIR) solution
- MIR status and response sharing with medical field staff

**Reporting**
- Local, regional and global level reporting
- Customer and question insight reporting
- Case processing metrics
Business benefits can include:

- **Efficiency**
  Automated authoring, review, and approval workflows by Medical Writers and Directors to decrease response time.

- **Compliance**
  Response authoring, compilation, and usage tracking within the same solution promotes adherence to regulatory requirements.

- **Cost**
  Streamlined solution consolidates technology footprint, decreases Total Cost of Ownership, and improved integration costs.

- **HCP Experience**
  HCP Relationship management is very important for better patient outcomes and development of key opinion leaders resulting in higher success and revenue.

This offering is adept at managing key focus areas for contact centers, including timely responses to Medical Information Requests, triaging Product Quality Complaints for marketed or investigational products and Severe Adverse Events. It is designed for ease of use in several role-based configurations for users from sales reps and Medical Service (MSLs) to medical director directors and provides capabilities for handling interactions, inquiry logging, processing, fulfillment, and more with an effective audit trail that addresses the concerns of various constituents involved in compliance and regulatory affairs.

**Key features include:**
- Reuse of standard components of content across different documents, such as Package Inserts and Product Information
- Independent review and approval within the system by medical directors
- Version control on a user-friendly interface
- Ability to order materials from within SFDC
- Feeding content to downstream systems such as product websites and physician portals
- Access to predefined templates for standardization
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